
FRONT LOWER TIE BAR TO CHASSIS BUSH

DESCRIPTION

FITS BMW E34 5 SERIES (1988-1996) & E32 7 SERIES (1988-1994)

Contents (parts per pack):

2 x bushes

2 x stainless steel sleeves

2 x washers

1 x grease

1. Remove the original bush from the arm, this can be carried out either by leaving the arm on

the car if you have a puller or remove the arm from the car and press the bush out.

2. Clean any dirt and corrosion from the arm.

3. Before fitting the new bush please note one end is longer than the other. The longer end fits

against the flat plate of the subframe, the shorter side faces the tube on the subframe.

4. To help installation of the new bush smear washing up liquid around the lip and place the

bush into the hole of the arm at an angle so one part of the lip is already in the hole. With

either the puller or press  insert the bush into the arm.

5. Apply some of the supplied grease to the bore of the bush and outside of the sleeve, push

the sleeve into the bush.

6. Refit the arm back into position, before refitting the bolt fit the washer in between the

shorter end of the bush and the tube of the subframe. Fit the bolt and tighten.

Please read the complete fitting instructions and check package components before fitment.

These fitting instructions are to be used as a guide and in conjunction with workshop manual.

It is recommended that:

- all work to be carried out by a licensed technician;

- all safety precautions adhered to;

- wheel alignment to be checked and adjusted as required after any suspension work.

All fasteners must be tensioned to manufacturer’s torque settings.

Fitting Instructions:

PART NUMBER

PFF5-601
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INSTALLATION GUIDE

Short side & washer

Long side no washerWasher fits here


